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ABSTRACT
Nodule formation is one of the main cellular mechanisms insects utilize in
response to infection. The nodulation reaction accounts for clearing nearly 90% of the
bacterial cells from circulation. Furthermore, the nodulation assay is a useful tool for
developing an understanding of how insects immune response to challenge. Little is
known of environmental effects such as heavy metal toxicity on insect immunity. This
study was designed to investigate a variety of heavy metals influence on the cellular
immune response of the tobacco homworm, Manduca sexta, to bacterial challenge.
The proposed study is a quantitative style. The first of several trials investigated
the tolerance of the homworm to the heavy metal toxicity. Selected heavy metals were
dissolved in the insect's artificial diet which was prepared in the laboratory. Data was
collected on insect body mass and length, diet consumption and the amount of frass
produced. After a sub-lethal level of heavy metal concentration in the diet was
determined, the next step was to observe the effects of the heavy metal toxicity in
combination with challenge. This portion of the study was performed when the insects
reached the fifth instar in their larval development. The insects were then injected with a
standard does of bacterium, Serratia marcescens and allowed to incubate for several
hours. After incubation, the nodulation assay was performed. The results of this study
suggest that some heavy metals may enhance insect cellular immune response to
challenge while other heavy metals may impede cellular immune response to challenge.

INTRODUCTION
Insects are the most successful group of animals despite a virtually constant threat
of infection and invasion by microbial pathogens and parasites. Their success is due in
part to robust and effective defense mechanisms. Cellular immune reactions including
phagocytosis, nodulation and encapsulation, are characterized by direct interactions
between circulating hemocytes and the invaders, and begin immediately upon the onset
of challenge (Gillespie et al., 1997).
The goal of this study is to further our understanding of the immunological
capabilities and responses of the tobacco homworm, M. sexta. The tobacco homworm is
a common model organism for insect studies and is easily cultured in the laboratory.
Understanding the insect immune system can be useful because some of the
immunological pathways and theories found in insects may have significance with
respect to veterinary and human medical science. Furthermore, new information on the
immune system of agricultural pests can contribute to the development of insect pest
management strategies for the overall development of systems of sustainable agriculture
and reduce the need for chemical pesticides that have a negative effect on the
environment.
The study was focused on the tolerance of homworms to bacterial challenge while
under the stress of heavy metal toxicity. The new knowledge from this project will result
in a deeper understanding of insect immunity as well as appreciation of how insect deal
with multiple stressors from their environment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Organisms
Eggs of the tobacco homworm, M. sexta, were purchased from the North Carolina
State University Entomology Insectary and reared on standard diet in individual cups
under semi-sterile conditions developed by Dunn and Drake (1983).

Diet Preparation
Artificial diet was prepared according to protocols described by Bell and Joachim
(1976). The dry ingredients were mixed with agar solution and blended thoroughly. The
metals were weighed out during this period and placed into designated beakers. Several
trials were run to discover the insect’s tolerance to the heavy meals and to establish a sublethal level of metal concentration. Beginning trials subjected the insects to .008g metal
perl 00ml of diet. Later trials increase the metal content to .012g per 100ml of diet and
.016g metal per 100ml diet. The diet mixture was then added to the beakers and metals
vigorously dissolved via glass stirring rod. Immediately after metals were mixed with the
diet solution, the diet was poured into the individual cups and allowed to cool and
solidify.

Heavy metal tolerance experiments: body mass, length, frass production, diet
consumption

For each trial, the diet was made as described above and the eggs were placed into
diet for hatching on a Tuesday. The insects then emerged in the following days and were
given the time over the weekend to grow large enough for handling. The following
Monday (six days after eggs were placed in diet), has been defined as measurement day
one. Data from trials one and two was pooled for comparison. The selected dates of
comparison correspond to dates for which the trials share the same measurement days.

Nodulatiott assay
Homworms were anesthetized by chilling on ice for 15 minutes, then surface
sterilized by swabbing their exteriors with 95% ethanol (EtOH). Injections were
performed as described in Miller et al. (1994). Briefly, for each injection, a sterile
syringe with a 26 gauge .5 inch needle was inserted into the intersegmental suture
between and just above the last two spiracles, then moved forward into the immediate
anterior segment, keeping the needle parallel to the body wall to avoid injuring the
alimentary canal. The plunger was then depressed, and the needle withdrawn slowly to
ensure that hemolymph did not leak out of the insect.
Control larvae (no heavy metal in the diet) and test larvae (heavy metal dissolved
in diet) were injected with a standard dose of bacterial suspension; approximately 105
colony forming units suspended in 100 ml sterile nutrient broth. All larvae were then
allowed to incubate at room temperature (ca. 22 °C) for 4 hrs post injection.
The protocol formalized by Miller and Stanley (1998) was followed to assess the
nodulation response. Briefly, nodulation was assessed 4 hrs post injection (PI). The
larvae were anesthetized by chilling on ice for 15 min, then their hemocoels were

exposed. Melanized, brownish-black nodules were counted under a stereo microscope at
63x. The nodules were distinct, and direct counting reliably reflected the extent of the
nodulation response to infections (Miller and Stanley, 1998). After the first counting, the
alimentary canal was removed and nodules in the previously unexposed areas and
remaining internal tissues were then counted.
RESULTS
Heavy metals Tolerance
Results for Trials 1& 2: Metal =.008g/100ml diet
Average body mass trends:
Figure 2 represents the results observed for the average body mass trends for trials
one and two. The control groups in the combined data peaked in body mass (grams) on
day 12 of measurement with an average peak mass of ~6g. The cadmium group peaked
on day 15 of measurement with an average peak mass of ~6g. The cadmium group was
consistently smaller in mass in comparison to the control groups for all the compared
measurement dates leading to the peak body mass. The lead group’s measurements were
more similar to that of the control groups. The lead group average body mass peaked on
day 15 with a mass of ~7g. The zinc group was significantly smaller than the control
group on a consistent basis, and often smaller than the cadmium group. The zinc group
average body mass peaked on day 15 with a mass of ~6g.
Average length trends:
Figure 3 represents the findings for the average body length trends seen in trials
one and two.The control group data peaked in average body length (centimeters) on day
12 with a body length of ~6cm. The cadmium group followed similar measurements to

the control group, however, the cadmium group did not peak in body length until day 15
with a body length of ~7cm. The lead group was found to be often larger than the control
group in body length. The peak body length for the lead group occurred on the 15 day of
measurement with a length of ~7cm. The zinc group peaked in body length on the same
day as the control group; however, the zinc insects were consistently averaging smaller
lengths than the control group insects. The zinc’s peak length was ~6 cm.
Average Frass Mass Output:
Although the average amount of frass produced varied between the insect groups,
it should be noted that the majority of the insects within each of the groups had begun to
wander by measurement day 15. Figure 4 demonstrates the average frass (mass) produced
by the insects in trials one and two. The control group peaked in frass production on
measurement on day 12. The control peak measurement of output was measured to be
~2 g. The cadmium group consistently had less average output than the control group.
The cadmium group peaked on measurement day 12 (note: this was the last measurement
day with n >1) with an output mass of ~1.5g. The lead group typically also had output
masses that were less than the outputs of the control group. The lead group peaked its
output on measurement day 15 with a measurement of ~4g. While the cadmium and lead
groups had output levels closer to the values of the control group, again, the zinc group
was found to have significantly less output in comparison to the other groups. The zinc
group peaked its output on measurement day 12 (note: this was the last day with multiple
consistent entries), however the average frass mass was only ~lg.

Average Diet Consumption:

The control, cadmium, and lead groups follow similar values for their average
amount of diet consumption, as represented in Figure 5. Interestingly, the four groups
peaked their diet consumption masses on measurement day 12 with very similar peak
averages. The values of the peak average diet consumption masses of each of the four
groups were roughly 4g.

Results for trials 3&4: metal= 012/100ml diet
Average body mass trends:
The average body mass for the compared trials three and four showed a steady
increase in body mass. Insects were compared on measurement days four, five, nine and
ten. The zinc group demonstrated the fasted rate of growth and measured ~6g on
measurement day ten. The control and lead groups followed similar rates of growth and
weighed ~5g each measurement day ten. Cadmium exhibited the slowest rate of growth
and recorded a mass of ~3g on measurement day ten.
Average body length trends:
The average body length for the compared trials three and four again showed a
steady increase in growth, with the exception of the lead group whose growth rate
appeared to be leveling off by measurement day ten. The zinc group, again,
demonstrated the fastest growth rate and recorded a body length of ~7 cm on
measurement day ten. The lead group followed a highly similar rate of growth to the zinc
group and recorded a body length of ~6 cm on measurement day ten.

The control group

demonstrated a moderate rate of growth and recorded a body length of ~6 cm on

measurement day ten. The cadmium group, again, showed the slowest rate of growth and
measured ~6 cm on day ten.
Average frass mass trends:
Similar trends in rate found in the body mass section of trials three and four were
also found in the frass mass section. Each of the four groups demonstrated steady rates of
increased frass production. The zinc group had the most frass output and the highest rate
of output production. On measurement day ten, the zinc group’s output was recorded to
be ~1.5g of frass. The lead and control groups again followed similar rates of frass
production and recorded frass outputs of ~ lg each on measurement day ten. The
cadmium group had the slowed production rate of frass and ~ lg on measurement day ten.

Average diet consumption trends:
Each of the four groups showed similar patterns of diet consumption. For
example, measurement day five showed a decrease in diet consumption for all four
groups. There was a significant increiase in consumption recorded for each of the four
groups on measurement day nine; however each of the four groups demonstrated a
decrease in consumption on measurement day ten. The control and zinc groups recorded
the highest amounts of consumption for all four measurement days, followed by lead and
finally cadmium.
Results for trials 5-11: metal= 016g/l 00ml diet
Average body mass trends:
During the first five days of measurement, the control and each of the heavy metal
groups are extremely similar in their body masses. Beginning on the sixth day of

measurement, the groups begin to diverge away from one another. The control group
appears to grow at a much faster rate than the other group. The cadmium and lead groups
have relatively similar values for body mass, however, the lead groups appears to level
off its rate of growth before that of the cadmium group. The zinc group reflects similar
findings in other trials, as the group is significantly lagging behind the other three groups.
Peak values for body mass cannot be accurately reported, as many of the insects were
dissected before reaching peak masses.
Average body length trends:
During the first three days of measurement the four groups have little differences
between the average length values. After the third day of measurement, the control,
cadmium, and lead groups seem to follow a similar growth rate and length measurement
values until day six, after which, the cadmium and lead groups’ growth rate seems to
level off. Though the zinc group is closer to the growth rate of the other three groups in
the first three days of measurement, the values are continually shorter in length than the
other three groups. After the third day of measurement, the zinc growth rate is much
more significantly retarded in comparison to the other three groups.
Average frass mass trends:
The values of average frass output are similar for all four groups for the first four
days of measurement. The rate for the first four days of measurement is linearly
increasing, however relatively constant. The fifth day of measurement shows the zinc
group remaining its original “constant” rate of frass production; however, the other three
groups have increased their frass production exponentially. Measurement days six
through eight show the most variation between the four groups. The control has much

higher values of frass output in comparison to all the other groups; followed by lead,
cadmium, and zinc. Day nine of measurement shows a significant decrease in frass
production by all four groups and all have similar average values. Day ten of
measurement again shows variation between the fours groups; however, this may
possibly be due to the onset of wandering and dissections in the data.

Average diet consumption trends:
Each of the four groups follows similar rates of diet consumption. Measurement
days three through five show a relatively constant rate of consumption. After day five and
through day eight there is a significant increase in consumption shown by all four groups.
However, there is slight variation between the four groups in the values of the diet mass
consumed. The control group demonstrates the highest values of diet mass consumed,
followed by lead, cadmium, and finally zinc. Day nine, again, shows a significant
decrease in diet consumption by all four groups. The average diet amount consumed on
this measurement day is also similar between all four groups. Day ten of measurement
again shows variation between the fours groups; however, this may possibly be due to the
onset of wandering and dissections in the data
Results of bacterial challenge and modulation assay.
The nodulation assay results of the control group under bacterial challenge
produced an average nodulation count of -100. The cadmium group showed (on
average) an increase in nodulation, suggesting an increased immunity to bacterial
challenge. The cadmium group produced an average nodulation count of ~112. The lead
group showed a decrease in nodulation in comparison to the control group, suggesting a

decrease in immunity to bacterial challenge. The lead group produced an average
nodulation count of ~82. The zinc group also demonstrated increased nodulation in
comparison to the control group, suggesting increased immunity to bacterial challenge.
The zinc group produced an average nodulation count of ~110.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that ingestion of heavy metals (cadmium, lead
and zinc) prior to bacterial challenge can alter the capabilities of the tobacco homworm’s
immune response. Under the influence of cadmium or zinc, the tobacco homworm’s
immune system is subject to increased immunity to bacterial infection; as suggested by
the increase in nodulation observed during dissection. Lead, however, causes a decrease
in immunity to bacterial invasion as observed in the results of the nodulation assays.
Nodulation is used to clear foreign material from insect hemolymph circulation.
Stanley (2005) summarizes the key aspects of molecular insect immunity. There are two
observed classifications of insect immunity; humoral and cellular. Humoral immunity
involves the identification of foreign material in circulation (Warren, 1995) and the
synthesis of antibacterial proteins. An example of a humoral mediated response is the use
of phenoloxidases in deciphering between “self and non-self material” (Warren, 1995).
Cellular immunity includes interaction between hemocytes and foreign material and the
processes of phagocytosis, nodulation and encapsulation. Prostaglandins (PGs) and other
eiconsanoids are synthesized through oxygenation reactions of arachidonic acid and two
other polyunsaturated fatty acids. The PGs are then used as signals for cellular mediation

and coordination. Often these actions are used to delegate cellular responses during
immune challenges. One such example of this is plasmocyte elongation, a crucial step in
microaggregation and nodulation reactions (Miller, 2005).
The process of encapsulation and nodulation of foreign material is described by
Warren (1995). First, granulocytes come into contact with the foreign material. Following
contact with foreign material, granular hemocytes degranulate and phenoloxidase is
activated. The foreign material is surrounded with layers of melanin hemocytes.. This
process is known as nodulation. Encapsulation and nodulation are similar processes;
however, encapsulation is used for larger sized and fewer volumes of pathogens (e.g.
parasititic nemotodes infection), where as, nodulation is used for smaller sized and larger
volumes of pathogens (e.g. bacterial infection). Both are formed via the attraction of
plasmocytes or granulocytes to the melaninized sheath surrounding the foreign antigen.
The nodules then release factors that signal for the production of antibacterial proteins.
Signaling pathways for microagregation, nodulation, and encapsulation are
described by Stanley, 2000 and others. A summary diagram by Heller, A., et al. (1998) is
presented in Figure 1. Many of the lipidoidal signaling molecules involved as second
messengers arise from the arachidonic acid (AA) pathways. AA is an polyunsaturated
fatty acid that is a normal constituent of membrane phospholipids and is released from
the phospholipids by the actions of phospholipase A2 (PLA2). Prostaglandins (PG) arise
from a cyclic endoperoxide generated by the enzyme system PG synthetase. This is a
complex of enzymes, including cyclooxygenase (COX), required to produce the key
intermediate, the cyclic endoperoxide derivative of AA. There is a constitutive (COX-1)
and an inducible (COX-2) cyclooxygenase. The cyclic endoperoxide is also a precursor

of prostacyclin (PGI2) and thromboxane (TXA2). Other groups of compounds in this
class, leukotrienes (LT) and lipoxins (LP) are derived directly from AA without the
mediation of a cyclic endoperoxide. Lipoxygenase acts on AA to produce 5hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic (5-HPETE) that is converted to LTA4 . LTA4 is the
precursor of LTB4 , which induces inflammation by its chemotactic and degranulating
actions on polymorphonuclear lymphocytes (PML), and of LTC4 , LTD4, and LTE4, the
amino acid-containing LTs that induce vasoconstriction and bronchoconstriction and are
involved in asthma and anaphylaxis (Heller, A., et al. 1998).
A specific aspect of insect immunity that may have a link to the results of this
study is the prophenoloxidase enzyme system (PPO) as again described by Warren
(1995). PPO exists as a proenzyme, due to the toxic effects of quiones to insects. When
activated, phenoloxidase (PO) assists with the formation of melanin, nodule formation
and encapsulation of pathogens. It has been suggested that PO also assists with the
termination of foreign pathogens via the cytotoxic effects quiones. Though the exact
pathway for which PPO is activated into PO has yet to be identified, it is known that
calcium is necessary for activation of the enzyme system.
The inadvertent activation of this enzyme system, I suggest, is one possible causes
of the increased nodulation observed in insects under the influence of cadmium. Due to
the similar atomic radii of cadmium (Cd2+ =0.097 nm) and calcium (Ca2+ =0.099nm) it
has been demonstrated the cadmium is taken up by cells via calcium ion channels at low
concentrations of extracellular cadmium levels and other transporters at higher
concentrations of extracellular cadmium levels (Braeckman et al., 1997). It has also
been demonstrated that after injection of cadmium chloride into insects there is an

increase in PO activity (Warren, 1995). Therefore, I suggest, increased levels of
intracellular cadmium may result in the increased rate of activation of the PO enzyme
system. This is done via the cell’s inability to recognize the difference between the
calcium and cadmium ions or ability to substitute the cadmium ion within cellular
reactions.. Replacement ions have been suggested by observations of cadmium-induced
production of 78-kDa stress proteins, “able to solublize aggregates of abnormal proteins
in the endoplasmic reticulum” (Braeckman et al., 1997). This 78-kDa-stress protein is
typically induced by calcium ions, however, it has been suggested that cadmium ions are
able to “mimic” calcium ions in this event (Braeckman et al., 1997). However, further
research would be needed to confirm this conclusion.
The increased nodulation due to zinc ingestion, I suggest, is due to an innate need
for zinc ions for proper immune response; thus, the control group may have been
deficient for observations of normal immune activity. Observations by Willot and Tran
(2002) suggest that zinc ions, for the activation of zinc proteases, are necessary for
plasmatocyte elongation, encapsulation, and nodulation. It was demonstrated that in the
absence of zinc plasmatocytes are shorter and more disoriented in their network
formation. In mammalian physiology, it is known that zinc ions influence DNA binding
of a transcription factor that “simulates gene expression of proteins of the innate immune
response” (Willot and Tran, 2002). Since there are often similarities between vertebrate
and invertebrate physiologies, it may also be suggested that zinc ions influence DNA
gene expression of innate immune responses in insects. Zinc ions may also be necessary
for the induction of metalloproteases used in immune responses. Tobacco homworms are
known to express mRNA that codes for a protein similar to the neutral endopeptidase

found in mammalian physiology (Willot and Tran, 2002). Neutral endopeptidase
proteins are used to produce pro-inflammatory peptides. These findings again suggest
that it is possible that the group used as a control was not adequately equipped in its
dietary uptake to produce normal immune response. Thus one would expect that the zinc
group would have increased nodulation due to its innate need for zinc ions.
Lead exposure is widely known to negatively effect the physiologies of most
biological entities, and has often been used in the past as insecticides. Common affected
areas to lead poisoning are the nervous system, including the demyelination leading to
reduced nerve conduction, and interference of inhibitory signals via decreased GABA
concentrations (Beasley, 1999). Lead ions are also known to interfere with enzymes,
especially those involving zinc and thiol sites (Beasley, 1999). I suggest the known
detriments to the nervous system may suggest improper or lack of intercellular signaling
to produce an immune response against bacterial invasion. Secondly, it was observed that
more deaths in the lead group after the onset of wandering phase. This may suggest that
there was considerable dysfunction in the nervous and endocrine systems.
The discovery of increased immunity in tobacco homworms due to the presence
of cadmium and zinc ions sparks many questions to be answered by future investigations.
The next step in this study would be to identify and confirm the exact roles of these ions
in the immune response. Second, to observe the effects of these ions under other
physiological stressors such as fungal or viral invasion. Finally, it would be suggested to
observe similar patterns of immune responses with the use of other ions.
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Figure 1. Arachidonic Acid Cascades
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Figure 2: Average Body Mass Trends for Trails 1 and 2

Figure 3: Average Body Length Trends for Trails 1 and 2
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Figure 4: Average Frass Mass Trends for Trails 1 and 2
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Figure 5: Average Diet Consumption Mass Trends for Trails 1 and 2

Figure 6: Average Body Mass Trends for Trails 3 and 4

Figure 7: Average Body Length Trends for Trails 3 and 4

Figure 8: Average Frass Mass Trends for Trails 3 and 4

Figure 9: Average Diet Consumption Mass Trends for Trails 3 and 4
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Figure 10: Average Body Mass Trends for Trails 5-11
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Figure 11: Average Body Length Trends for Trails 5-11
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Figure 12: Average Frass Mass Trends for Trails 5-11

Figure 13: Average Diet Consumption Mass Trends for Trails 5-11

Figure 14: Nodulation Assay Results
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